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The Problem of 2D Importance Sampling

The problem of 2D importance sampling with blue noise can be

stated as follows:

Given

the importance density I on a domain D, as an analitical function
or in the form of an array of discretes values. I can be normalized in
such a way that 0 ≤ I (x , y) ≤ 1∀(x , y) ∈ D.

Find

A set of discrete samples,

whose local density of samples is proportional to the
importance density I ,

whose Fourier spectrum exhibits the following properties:

low angular anisotropy,

characteristic blue noise pro�le of the radial comoponent.
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The Sampling Techniques

Techniques developed to solve this sampling problem

Relaxation techniques

Lloyd�s relaxation: very slow iteratively method, but with good
quality.

Techniques wtih Stochastic Sampling: random points are
added or rejected according to the proximity to previous
points. Same order as Lloyd�s.

Error-difussion techniques: only a limited neighborhood of
each point is examined.

Techniques using cumulative density function (CDF):
generated from the probability density,and to sample it with a
strati�ed Monte-Carlo technique.



About Penrose tiling

Historical context

Leonardo of Pisa, Rabbit sequence was published
in 1202 in his Liber Abacci Fibonacci Numbers.

In 1619, Johannes Kepler, Harmonice Mundi,
published atlas of various tiling with regular
polygons.

In 1974, Roger Penrose tile the plane
non-periodically. He found that introducing
special matching rules will preclude any periodic
arrangements of the tiles. In the early 1980�s,
Alan Mackay generalized the Penrose tiling to
three dimensiones.

In 1984, Shechtman et al. sintetized a
quasicrystal.
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Iteration N



About Penrose tiling

Vertices of original Penrose tiling

Iteration N + 1



Fibonacci Numbers

Fibonacci Sequence

De�nition

The sequence

0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, . . . ,

in which each number is the sum of the preceding two. the
numbers in the sequence are denotated by Fn,

F0 = 0; F1 = 1; Fn+2 = Fn+1 + Fn, n ≥ 0.



Fibonacci Numbers

Fibonacci Sequence

Properties

If φ = 1+
√
5

2
(Golden Ratio)

φn−2 ≤ Fn ≤ φn−1 n > 0

Fn = φn√
5
rounded to the nearest integer.



Fibonacci Numbers

φ- and F- Number systems

De�nition an properties

φ-system: positional number system in base φ, for example,

(101.001)φ = φ2 + φ0 + φ−3 ≈ 3.854110

F-system: positional system,

n = (bmbm−1 . . . b3b2)F ⇔ n =
m∑
j=2

bjFj .

The representation of numbers is not unique in the F-system,

but becomes unique if the rule of normal form is imposed.



Fibonacci Numbers

φ- and F- Number systems

F-system in Normal Form

1 = (00001)F , 2 = (00010)F , 3 = (00100)F ,
4 = (00101)F , 5 = (01000)F , 6 = (01001)F ,
7 = (01010)F , 8 = (10000)F , 9 = (10001)F ,

10 = (10010)F , 11 = (10100)F , 12 = (10101)F ,



The Ostromoukhov et al. Extension of Penrose tiling

New matching rule for Penrose tiling

Traditional Penrose tiling Ostromoukhov extension
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The Ostromoukhov et al. Extension of Penrose tiling

New matching rule for Penrose tiling

P :=



a → {b}
b → {a}
c → {f , c , a}
d → {e, d}
e → {f , c , e, a}
f → {e, d , f , a}

old area

new area
= φ2

φ =
1 +
√
5

2



The Ostromoukhov et al. Extension of Penrose tiling

The Fibonacci encoding

P :=



a∗ → {b00∗}
b∗ → {a00∗}
c∗ → {f00∗, c10∗, a10∗}
d∗ → {e00∗, d10∗}
e∗ → {f00∗, c10∗, e01∗, a10∗}
f∗ → {e00∗, d10∗, f01∗, a01∗}
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The Ostromoukhov et al. Extension of Penrose tiling

The Fibonacci encoding

F-system in Normal Form

1 = (00001)F , 2 = (00010)F , 3 = (00100)F ,
4 = (00101)F , 5 = (01000)F , 6 = (01001)F ,
7 = (01010)F , 8 = (10000)F , 9 = (10001)F ,

10 = (10010)F , 11 = (10100)F , 12 = (10101)F ,



The Ostromoukhov et al. Extension of Penrose tiling

The Fibonacci encoding

Iteration 4 Iteration 5



The Ostromoukhov et al. Extension of Penrose tiling

The Fibonacci thresholding

F-codes, in range [1 . . . 376] Thresholding at value = 50



Levels of subdivision

Adaptative Subdivision

Importance
density function

Non-adaptative Adaptative



Levels of subdivision

Adaptative Subdivision

κ = dlogφ2maxtile(mag · I (x , y))e

Importance Density Function

I (x , y) κ(I )



Levels of subdivision

Adaptative Subdivision
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Lookup table

Corrective vectors

Before relaxation After relaxation



Lookup table

Lookup table



Lookup table

Structural indices (is)

Structural indices is are ob-
tained by converting the 6 most
signi�cant bits of the F-code
assigned to each tile to the
conventional decimal represen-
tation.



Lookup table

Structural indices (is)

F-code:
00100000000010
6 most-signi�cant bits
001000
decimal value = 5



Lookup table

Structural indices (is)

is = 5
The self-similar nature of
the tiling can be har-
nessed to obtain a limited
number of corretive vec-
tors.



Lookup table

Importance value (iv )

ψ(x) = (logφ2

√
5 · x)



Lookup table

Importance value (iv )

ψ(x) = (logφ2

√
5 · x)mod1

derived from the Binet�s formula Fn = [ φn√
5
]



Lookup table

Importance value (iv )

iv = bn · ψ(mag · I (x , y))c

ψ(x) = (logφ2

√
5 · x)mod1

n = 8 results in smooth gradations across importance values



Lookup Table generation

The procedure . . .

Initialize the Lookup table whit zero vectors. For each iv
apply the following process

1 Create a patch of sampling points that correspond to the
current importance, using the latest version of the lookup table
for corrections as will be explained below.

2 Apply Lloyd�s relaxation on this set. Make peripheral points
immovable.

3 For each sampling point, calculate the di�erence betwen the
uncorrected position and the relaxed position.

4 Calculate the mean value of correction vectors, for all sampling
tiles with same structural index is . Store the results in the
table at position (iv , is).

5 Repeat steps (1)-(4) until convergence is attained. (typically 5
to 12 iterations).



Lookup Table generation

The o�ine Lloyd�s relaxation

Initial points
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The o�ine Lloyd�s relaxation

Initial points



Lookup Table generation

The o�ine Lloyd�s relaxation

First iteration
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The o�ine Lloyd�s relaxation

Second iteration



Lookup Table generation

The o�ine Lloyd�s relaxation

Third iteration
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The o�ine Lloyd�s relaxation

Fourth iteration
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The o�ine Lloyd�s relaxation

Fifth iteration



Lookup Table generation

The o�ine Lloyd�s relaxation

Sixth iteration



Lookup Table generation

The o�ine Lloyd�s relaxation

Seventh iteration
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The o�ine Lloyd�s relaxation

Eighth iteration



Lookup Table generation

The o�ine Lloyd�s relaxation

Ninth iteration



Lookup Table generation

The o�ine Lloyd�s relaxation

Tenth iteration



Lookup Table generation

The o�ine Lloyd�s relaxation

Eleventh iteration



Lookup Table generation

The o�ine Lloyd�s relaxation

Twelfth iteration



Example 1

Density function
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Adaptative subdivision



Example 1

Set of the tiling vertices



Example 1

Threshold with F-codes
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Example 1

Corrective vectors



Example 1

Final sampling



Example 2

Original Image



Example 2

Negative Image



Example 2

Sampled points



Example 2

Sampled points



Example 3

Original Image
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Example 4


